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The Pd'undations,of,Verbal COmprehensioni ti

.

Earl Hunt
2

P the University of Washington
. ,
___.

. .

It is currently fashionable to extoll the intuitive,.:wholistic,

non-verbal process ofthe right he misphereat the expense of the piicky,

verbal, serial;processiny of the left(Fincher 1976). The.fyrafinfof'

language is deplored by those who profes,sNto be humanists. This is e

amazing. Language is what makes us_ human, .few of us have the spatial 'sr.,

orientation of a hawk. 'Thepredominant mode of our thought is verbal;

and if we are going to, understand homap, cognition weust understand

Y..

verbal thinking.

It is easy to measureverbal aptitude. By asking a .few basic"

questions,about%cabula sgrammar, and dimple paragraph comprepe sion

one can predfct-performa de in a wide variety of situations. To illuS7

trate; Table 1 shows the correlations between verbal aptitude cores,

as measured by a conventiqnal scholattic aptitude test, and 'rade

/
point averages for a variety of majors at the University of Washington.

.

Tables I', 2 abOulbhere

---0utside academia: similar relationships havejleen found Table 2 shows

the verbal aptitude scores achieVed by a group of Wor d aviation', ,

A cadets, as a functiori of their subsequent civilian o-cupations. There,
/

are real, easily measured differences insverbal co 'etence, and these,
,

differences have importance i our lives. Why those diffirences exist

is very mbchlan open question.
e

Differential psychologists search for the enesis of verbal

4
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'
competenceby searching for a set of basic traits.from-which .observed

r

differences in behavior can be generated. Their methods.of inve'stlgation

are designed to reveal how many "baste traits nua be ppstulated, ani

) .

to determine how these traits are related to other talents, Such as

spatial, reasoning. I and my colleagues have taken a rather different'

approach, based upon our view of thinking as a problem in information

handling. We have erined,tasks that, on theoretical grodnds, oyht

to be important in Wandling linguistic information processing problems,
\

and asked how4oehavior on these tasks is relkited to performance on

verbal aptitude tests. An important-point is that we are not trying' to
2

1!explain the test s'cores." Rather, we view the tests as convenient

measures to assure thatme obtain a range of verbal competencies jn the
. - 1

populations we stu will be shown, we are quite willing to use

. other measures of general intellectual competence. Our goal is to

t

understand how in orMation processing varies over individuals, not to

predict the .variance on a spedific test.

It would be nice to believelpit our approach will coalesce with

more traditional research on aptitudes. After all, we are studying the

-same phenomena. There is no guarantee that this will happen. Indeed,

I and my col4agues have begun to suspectthat there are fundamental.
conceptuallincompatabilities between the ways that differential

psychologists and information processing psychologists view the problem

of explaining individual differences (Hunt, MacLeod & Lansman, Note 1.):

The explanations 1I-shall propose for our findings complement rather

than replace or amplify the explanations generated by ,conventional

psychometric studies.

2
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Theoretical Considerations.

basic assumption of information processing ps_sphology is that,

1anguage messages are handled in stdes. The first is a decoding stage, --

in. which arbitrary physic,S1 patterhs are recognized as representations

of concepts in a lexicon.. The second stage is an active memory

stage, In whi , the recognized lexical items are ',rearranged, in memory

until they f rm a coherent linguistic strucIure. The third is the

sentence processing stage,in which the semantic meaning oftthe linguis-

tic structure is extracted and incorporated into our knowlage of the

current situation. In the fourth\s,tage the Current situatio itself

is analyzed with respect to informa0on held in long term memory and; if

appropriate, a resAnse chosen a emitted.

If people were literally compu ers,and if human. languages could

.. .

be analyzed by the techniques used to deal-w' h computer languages such

. , ,

.

as tORTRANOr ALGOL, these stages would be ex cuted in a strict sequence.

People are not computers, and language analysis is not sequentiqi.

Nevertheless, the concept of.stages* is a useful one even wheh allowance

is made for plentiful feedbaCk ben stages. I shall argue that
/

individual differences appear at each of the stages of information

.

processing
and that'they are important in determining verbal competence.

My concreteevicienee, though, will be confined to an analysis through

.

0

the 'sentence processing 10eli.

A listing, of stages does riot constitutl a model.- We most also

consider the ; kind of control +involved in analyzing language data.Y A

substantial amountof information processing in the earlier stagesof

linguistic:thought appears to take place in what Posner and Snyder (1975)

have eferreti to as the automatic mode. This mode is simply defined,

3
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an automatic process takes place whether we wish it to or not, and it

doesstiOt interfere with bther'Oh6oing processes. Recognition,of the
._,

meaning of very familiar printed'words is:a good exaMple. Thfr process,

1

cannot be supressed even when it is advantaged to do so (Stroop,

1935). 05ce_past thelexical stage, wa.begin to see.re use of'what
4

Shiffrin and Schneider (1977) refer to as "veiledicontrol processes"; ,
e

processes that are r)ot subject to conscious inspection, but that can be ,

shown to draw upo attentional resources. The search process

psychologists havepostulated t6,explain Memory scalining experiments

are frequently cited exarTles. Similar veiled pr6cesses occur when we

are required to understand the meaning of very simple s fences, suchtas .

.7
"The plus is above the star" (an example to which I s all return), We

are_dot awareprhow yie aoalyZe thesb sentences, b it can be shown

that the analysis requires sattentional resourc .

.

A third level of attentiAallocation s represented by the con-

r

`seious strategies people ad6Rt to mak- sense but Of language stimuli. An

-

example of such a process is the strategy one might adopt for solving

-
multiple choice test items. One cOld look at,the qbestion,select

the best answer given the question, and then search for that answer

among the alternatives provided. Anothe rategy is to nead.all the

alternatives, and then examine the o&stion to se, whi h one fits,best.b

Each strategy has different implications about .attention allagatton, and

people are consciously aware 'of the strategies that they

Mo're complex vehal problem-solving situations require still more

complex skills for representing and attacking problems. osolve_the

'2]

myste'ry in a detective novel, for example, one must discover ho had

the motive, who had theemeams, and who had `the opportunrCj/..',

4
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may do this by constructing scenarios that they examine for plausability,

perhaps through the use of visual or verbal imagery. :Others may prefer

the atract logic of Sherlock Holmes. We know very little about

individUal differences at this level. Our lack of knowledge isa ser-

ipus problem, for it biases our theorizing. There is no reason to

believe that verbal performance is the result of a linear combination

of component abilities, or that the same linear combination of components

*4. is applicable th ughout the entire range of human verbal competence.

Letter naming,spee may be a good discriminator o he.difference be-

tweeri the lower ,And average -nges of verbal ability, while the differ-

ence between the'avera e newspaper. reporter and a Pulitzer Prize winner

may be more subtle. his must be kept in mind when we.draw conclusions

from the results of studies of "common garden variety" problem solvers.

I4 spite of thisiwa*Ang, we must concentrate 'on What we know. We

have found that ther are reliable individual differences in mechanis-

tic

_J

processes of infOrmation handling within the population represented

by university students, and within'pOpulations of omewhat'lower

These differen es appear, to account for a substantl ortion of the

'individual variation in verbal competence-observed within these popula-

tions.

,
The differences We have found do not appear to be associated.

with differential possession of knowledge about the language, but rather

fwith dif erential ability to manipulate the symbols that comprise it. .

Structural Processes

Decoding. Lexical analysis 'reiluires the decoding of arbitrary.,

physical-signals tocOnnecithem to conceptual units in a language. 4

The sound /cat/ must'be recognized as a referent for the animal..

Posner and MitcheMs (1967) stimulus identification paradigm has

5",
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proven to be useful in studying this procesS. In a stimulus identjfica7

tion study the subject is presented with a/pair of highly Oerlearned

stimuli, usually letters.* The task is to tate wr ther the two

stimulu have the same name: First, consider the pair A -A.. This is a

physically identical (PI) pair, it would 1)e -possible to determine that

these symbols had the same name even if you did not know whatjhat name

was. Next, coniider"the name identical (NI) paii A-a. In order to
o

complete,the identification task the names of these symbols-must be
r

retrieved from memory. A third possibility is that the pair is dif-

ferent (0), as in the case of A-B. If D and NI pairs are mixed it is

necessary to retrieve the:name of al1 letters .in order- to make the

correct response..

Posner and Mitchell, and since them many others, found that it takes

longer to make an NI than a PI resp nse. A strictly serial mo19, in

which physical identiftdation is attempted first, ;"nd'name identifica-

tion attempted only if physical id ratification fails, justifies sub-

tracting PI reaction,time from NI reaction time in order to arrive at

an estimate of the time required o retrieve the name of a symbol, surely

'an important part of verbal coap hehston. For brevity, I shall refer

to the I-PI measure. A number f-investigators have found that the

NI-PI measure discriMinates bet -en persons whom one would think tq

hAve more or less verbal think g ability. This data is summarized in

Figure 1. The range of the measure is striking. A typical difference

between NI and PI reaction ti for a college student scoring in the

upper quartile oa verbal.apt tudetest (a "high verbal" in subsequent

remarks) is 65 milTtseconds, hereas educable mental retardates show

an NI-PI dfffeence score of er 300 milliseconds (Hunt, 1978).

9



Figure 1 about here

In spite of the regular and interpretable picture presented by
- .

Figure 1, work with.the stimulus identification'paradigm in other

settings has raised serious question about the accuracy of the serial

model itself (Posner & 1975). It alipearS- more correct to assume

that both the NI and PI tasks involve identification at the name level,

followed by a binary chili and a motor responSe. The name retrieval

process is more important irk the NI task, because the names of two

symbols must be retrieved, bu the subtraction operation no longer has

a simple theoretical interpreta ion. The resulting analySis becomes ,
I .

quite detailed, because the data nalysis technique one tisep to derive

a measure o f name retrieval depends upon the precise model on espouses

or the task. (See, Hunt et al., Not 1, for comments on thegeneral

problem.) Fortunately for those who w'sh merely to determine whether

or not the name retrieval process is im ortant in individual differences,

the fact is that almost any reasonable ch ice of a response measure is

satisfactory. The ratio of NI to PI react on times increases as ver-

bal competence decreases
3

, and the correlation between measures of

verbal competence and NI reaction time alone is generally,in the .35 to

.45 range (Lansman, Note 2; Jackson & McClelland, 1978).

If deceding is an important part of v rbal competence one would

expect to show a developmental trend for d:coding, as verbal '6ompetence

clearly "grows with age. Table 3 presents ome data gathered by Judith.'

Warren as part of a doctoral dissertation ow in progress. As can be

seen;yhere is a strong developmental trenv. Warren also found

7 10
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Tab 3 here .

significant'carrelatio between the NI-PI measure and WISC verbal IQ A

scores. .Furthermore, there were significantsex differences in favor of

girls, which i cLdnsistent wi th the general finding that girls outperform

boys in verba/tasks (Maccaby. CJacklin, 1974).
f

11
Finally,

.
if name retrieval is an important part of verbal compre-

hension one would expect,,to have its maximum affect upon tests of .

.

reading. Jackson. and McClelland (1978), using an extreme groups design,

reported a correlation of .45 between NI alone and skill im reading in a

college population, surely a gro.up with a restricted range of reading

comprehension: Our own results in studies'of reading coimorehensAin a

more general population confirms Jackson404.McClelland's finding, and
. ,

further suggests that the relation found may depend upon the level of

verbal ability.
Ar,

We can sum up these results by saying that there clearly is an

association between.verbal competence and the simple act of identifying

the name of a symbol. This observation is of interest for two reasons;

;It provides a link between an important stage of verbal cognition, as

identified by cognitive theorists, and individual differences as measured

by conventional aptitude tests. Furthermore, the process does not seem

to.be an operation that would be influenced by differential knoWledge

possession. Most, university students know the alphabet fairly well.

Holding information in active memory: In principle, one's memory

should be in)blved In such simple cognitive acts as determining thit

;

(
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sentence is gfammatical. There Clearly' are differences in short term

memory capacity that Are associated.with language capacity, as shown

by the many experiments that have related' icitp digit span. The'

correlation found, however, is-often due to a 'radical drop' in digit span
" -

in persons' with very low general mental competence b(Matarazzo, 1972)..

In order to consider the relation between primary Memory and general

mental competence in depth:, we need to consider in more' detail the

"d

components of the act of retaining infoefliatiOh416.bflef period of

Hunt, Lunneborg, and Lewis '(1b75), exa5inqd the active memory

capacities of "high verbal;' and "low- xer6al"_col lege students, (i .e. ,

students with low verbal scores fdr coll-age students): We used a ve'r4

sion of' the Brown Peterson -short term memory paradigm, in which the sub-

ject was first shoWn four letters, then repeated aloud a string of

\ digits, presented visually one at a time, and finally ryalied the letters.
51

Figure 2 shows recall performance as a fUnction of, thg number' of digits

shadowed. The high verbal .students appear to establish an initial

/ -

Figure 2'about here

advantage (perhaps due to rapid decoding) and then retain it in the

face of the interfering material. This cai. by explained by the assump-

%

tion that the high verbal students code informatiOn into recognized

items more rapidly than do the low verbal students., but that they did
4

not have an advantage in resisting interfering material.

In Hunt-et al. 's11 study very short lists of items were used.. What

would happen if longer lists were used? Cohen and Sandberg (1977)

. 9.

/ ;
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oeport a large.'sludy of the relation between intelligence *d,the re-

Call of supra -span lists by Swedish schoolchildren. Their subjects tad" .

. .

to Memorize lists of nine digits-4' which is well, beyond ry span'

for'most 4tdde school children. Usingia probe recal® e, Cohen

4nd Sandberg estimated separatelpthe children's ability to recall
; .

the flirst three digits preseflted (primacy), the middle three, o°r the
!

fa-it.three (regency). They found that the correlations observed between
45'

re6411 and scholastic aptitude were due to 'the more competent children.

A
performing better on the recen* portion of the curve., This is shown in

Figure 3. Note that this is consistent iath Hunt et al.'s results,
.

Figure,3 here'

". 1 ,

since the'shorterlists that we used inald,dp,within the recency portion

of the recTIFF7turve had.. -we used the Cohen andOandberg procedure:
1

The ability to recall strings of digits and letters is not pariit

curarly useful in most situations. We need to consider what advantage4"
0

might be gained by having a godd "recency" short term memory in4
iAtel--4

lectua-1 tasks in general. We'have found evidence for two types of

a6aptage. Larger short term memories may increase the7strategies

.,
that a person can use in a problem soTving task, and performance on a

.

short term me Tory task may indicate the atteptional effort required to

hold information in active memory. The less>effort requirdd to do this,

the more capacity theresis available for other tasks.,

.
Suppose a person. is asked to recall a list of some thirty or more

words. Obviously errors will be Made: Recall will be more accurate

I

I

the list is made up .of items drawn from a relatively few semantic

\' '

0
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; say animals, vegetibles, and minerals- In this case filee

4 .

recall displays the clustering phenomenon; the typical subject will re-
-

call items 'from one semantic category and then items from ano-Cher.

. -

(Bousfield, 1953). Hunt, Frost, and Lunneborg (1973) found, someWhat'to
.

our surprise, thdt high verbalkstudents cluste'r less than' low verbal

students. The relevant portion of our data is shown in Table 4. This

Table 4 here q

result ft-5omething of a puzzle to us, until Schwar (Note 3) combined /

this result with the results on short'tdrm memory. Schwartz reasoned
1,

thtt high VerjoalS could afford to not'cluster-part of a supra -span list

because they could simply out the last few items from active memory.

If this were the case, then igh verbals shoufd show less 'clustering

than low verbals on the first few items recalled, but-Would .$how

progressively More clustering as recall progressed, because the later

recalled items would be retrieZrfrom long term rather than from active

memory. Table 4 also shows Schwart's data, it is clear that his hypo-
.

thesis was borne out. Because of their greAter short term memory

capacity the high verbals had a strategy available that the low ver-

bals could not use. *41

The fact that students with high verbaj aptitude. scores have l are er

active memories need not imply that they have larger skulls. Anialt rna-

tive formulation of active memory capacity focuses upon the, allocation

of attention. Lansman (1978) combined the Atkinson.and*Shiffrin (190)

continuous paired associates procedure withethe secondary task"Met od-

ology (Norman & Bobrow, 1975) to measure the, effort devoted tq

11

14
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memorizing information. Her subjects ha' to respold to a light by

pressing a button, while keeping track if the changing state of 0 vari
,

ables'(no memory load), 2 variables (tight memory load)., or 6 variables

(heavy memory load). There was a subs antial ince'ase in reaction times

to'the light signal from the no memory load to the light load condition,

even though subjects made virtually errors under the light load.

Furthermore, the amount of.the increa$e in the light load condition was

r a predictor of the number. of errors that would be made in the high load

condition. This demonstrates the fac' that actise memory maintenance

is an attention demanding act, and that there are individual differences

4'

in the ability to bring attentional, resoukes,to bear on it., Since

memory load is a component, but only one component,3 of tasks such as

sentence parsing or the solving of simple arithmetic problems (Hitch,

1978), and since these tasks are'also attention demanding, it is clear

that it wou d be-advantageous to be able to devote less capacity to
r

memory and more to problem solving in many situations. But is it the

case that the verbally competent simply have a greater attentional cap

city, or are they .more able ,,6 focus their resources?

Attention Allocation

Posner and Boies (1.971) distinguished three separate aspects if -

attention;' genial arousal, the capacity to restrict attention t. task

relevant cues, and the ability to switch attention from one task to

another. All, one, or two of these components might vary with general

verbal aptitude. An unpublished experiment by Steven Poltrock and my-

self,provided some relevant data. Sixty high school students articipat-
,

0

'kid in a series of tasks designed to measure different aspects of the

1215
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4,

ability to control attention.

In order to measure general a tenticin lever :We used a simple two-
,

choicg reaction ifte task, in whir the subject faced a screen on which

a light appeared.,-The ligh&ou d appear at either of twalocations,

and the subject's task was, to 'ress switch immediately under the light

location.. Thus this task proV es a m sure 'of general alertness, plus

a aimponent due achoi8Preaction time under conditions of high

, It

stimulus' response compatabilitSi.. Measuring ,selecttve attention pre-4

.
.

sented a more difficult problem, as one'could imagine different forms4,of

. ,

selective attention, depending Upon the nature of 'the stiMillus to be

.

attended to and the'nature of thejnterfering stimuli. We decided to
/

.

average performance on three Separa tasks thought to require selective'

rattention. These were;.

(1) Thei§troop (1935) effect; red by th time required'to

name the ink in which' color names were pri4ed.minus they time required

to name the color-of the i.ok in.whichasterisks were printed.

),

(2) The time required: to,.read aloud a randomly ordered sequence'
,7.

of words minus the time required to read the,same words in a coherent

text. The reading tf-random words requires that the subjects, suppress`

the normal tendency to scan ahead when rdading aloud, in order to pick

up cues concerni,ng:voice and intonation.
,

(1) ShadoWing in,the presence of dichotic interrence.

Mixed lists of words' and digitS were presented to each ear. The task

was,tp.report the digits presented to one of the ears, the Measure of

,

.

interference was tine number ofrintrusions, defined as the report of a

digit presented to the wrong ear.

sot 1.

13,
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f: , es In order to obtain an overall measure Of sensitivity to 'selective'

.,-

attention the scores in these three tasks were standardized and added..
(

Finally, we -required a measure of attention switching. Here,:
, ,

1. .

fortunately, we could benefit from previous work (Gophef- & Kahnethaft,

1971; Kahneman, Ben-Illai , .& Lotin: 1973) that had shown 1.ibs:tanti al'

, (
. v . . ., ..

.

. . AdiPdual differences in a variant of the dithotit listening paradigm.

As subjects were shadow.ing one.ear they 4ould be si9naled tt, switch' to

the other ear. On contsrql trials they simply received a signal indicat-

ing that they should continue to monitor the ear they were now shadowing.

' Our measure of speed of attention reallocation was the number of digits

correctly reported Awdeaiitely following a switch.

There was no correlation- (r = -.06).between the simple reaction

time task. and verbal aptitude,. On the other had there were significant

correlations between verbal aptitude and fkastuPes of both selective

-attention and attention switching. These correlations are shown in Table
o -

5., In addition to the significant first order correlations,'both

selective attention aeatiention'switching have significant partial

.
correlations with verbal aptitude when the other attention measure is

sable 5 about here

control led.

This experiment is at best a start toward the study of attentional

facqrs in intellectual competence.- While'a great deal of work negds to

be done, the result is co)%sistent with the tdta that the control of

attention is important. This 4
becomes of interest when we consider an

.

explicitly verbal task that requires attention allocation, tIle

1
14
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comprehension of sentences.
40

r.

I

Sentence- Corns rehen ion

The experiments to be considered in t TS sectiontdeal with veri-

r

fication of simple linguistic description' of a simplie world.' The task'
6

was developed by Clark and Chase'(1972), ho used sentences of -the

form PLUS ABOVE STAR or PLUS IS NOT B

*
form ( * 1 or (

+
). In the "sentence

the subject is first shown i'sentence,
Nr.

whether or not thesentence accuratIly

dependent variable is verification re

play of the picture ancr'the subject's

cedure involves presenting a large n mber of pictures and sentences in

'paper and pencil form, and asking hi many the subject can verify in a

fixed time. There is a correlation of .70 between the two progtdures

LOW STAR and pictures of the

rst" version, of the paradigm '

hen a picture,,and must indicate

described the picture. The

tion time, the time between dis-

response. An alternative 'fro-

(Lansman,.Note 2).

recommend it as a measure of verb

impossibleof it, the task is un

The sentence verification ta k has a number of feat6es that

1 information processing. On the face

ess one knows the meaning of wore

but.on the other hand the words used are so common that it can be

presumed that they are'in the ocabulary of every junior high school

graduate. We are confident t at any variations in verification time due

to individual differences in ord identification will be due to decoding

difference rather than beiri 40ue to difference's in vocabulary. It is

an attention demanding In can he shown by an analysis using the

secondary task methodolog t & MacLeod, Note44), and the attention

4

15
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demIds are closelytied to the complexity of the .comparison process.
,

Verification. reaction times increase f.O. negative compared to affir:ma-,

tive sentences, and false sentences,generally tike longer to ,reject

than true sentences' do to-confirm (Clark & Chase, 1972). Given these

facts., it ts,vot surprising td find that people with high mirOgleaptitude

scores are more rapid at sentence verificationjaaddeley, 1968; Hunt,

Lunnenborg & Lewis, 1975; Lansman, Note 2). The correlation betwe
0 fir

sentence verification reaction time and ver41 aptitude measures is )i4
, - S

generally in the .35-.55 range. Lansman(1978) found that this correla-

tion can, be substAntially improved by introducing choice reaction time

as a covariate. Note that this is a reasonable thing to do.because t

final motor response is a choice of making the "true" or "false"
1.

response. When simple choice reaction time (measured by a procure
t ,

-similar to that-usedty Poltrock Sr Hunt) was "held constant;" the
1,

partial correl*tion between sentence verification time and a vocabulary

test was .73. 4similar correlation was'found with a reading compre-

hension test. As the vocabulary and comprehensidn measures Lansman's

study 'referred to tests taken as much as three years before he,experi-

ment itself, this correlation approaches the test - retest reliability of
$

the psychometric measure: Furthermore, on the face of things there is

no reason why someone who knows many words should also4lequick at
4

verifying sentences consisting'of simple words.

These results are encouraging to those who seek a rapid measure

4 of verbal competence that is not bound to knowledge. I shall now report

some studjes.that show how-much strategies can influence information

processing. A slight change jn procedure, from the simultaneous

16
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presentation condition used by Baddeley and by Lansmao to the sentence

.

firstlprocedure used by Clark and Chase, introduces a new and signifi-
.

cant source of variance. In the sentence first procedure the subjec\

can choose different strategies,, and this choice can play havoc with-an

...' analysirpof the traits that underlie performance.'1
3.; .

,
1

, I

.,7

To .re9.4,,p the task briefly,' in the "sentences first", procedure the

subject isshown the sentence, gfven a cha'nce to Iread and comprehend it,

F . . 1- I

1 . _ :\-
,

and then 'shown the picture. Macleod, Hunt, and Mathews (1978) found'

that when this was done some peopIlle read the sentence, r4morized it,

.%...
:

1

e 1 described the picture to themselvls when it was Shown, and then 'compared

the descriptions. Let us call these people "verbal problem solvers."

Another group of subjectsvwhom I hail call ''visual problem sovers,"

used the sentence as a cue to visa lize the expected picture, and then

compared the actual picture to an 400ge of its expectation. Individual

1

. performance of the verbal problem Solvers was well predicted by a test of

rbal aptitude, while/ performance Of the visual problem solvers was

a

11 predicted by .a test of spatial aptitude.- This 'statement, however,

.

does not really capture th contrast between the data 'of the two groups
.

i

who, it' will be remembered, re th6ami-gtimuli. 1'o brink the

. distinction out more clearly, gure 4 plots the mean,verificatial

itm:ti ,,

reaction time for etch group of 'sybjects as a func,94.of the linguistic

complexity of the v rificatfon task, calculated by applying Carpenter

and.Just's (1175) 1 ngdistic comparison model' ,to the task.

Figure 4 here

The close fit'of this groupto the Carpenter and Just model is

17
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.s.,

t not surprising. MacLeod et al.'s method defin. ion- of groups ensured

ithat the would be one such group. Wha s interesting is the complete

lack 9f fit of the second goup. A result thSt was,not dictated by the

analytical procedures. Further, the. "visual" group's data could not be

fit by any reasonable linguistic model, as this datashows no effectyof

negation, which Many studies have shown to be a powerfi.N4Isycholinguis-
...

.tie variable.
y

For ore who seeksfetalee predictors of performance this result is a

minor disaster. We have shown thatch 'ee of strategy may determiie

correlational patterns, a situation hr t is anathema to,orderly psycho-

metric models. In theory, predictive' power might be restored by using

\

a,person's choice of strategy itself as a marker in.mak<ing predictions.

UnfortunateTyi thirM11 not work, either, for one can Change an individual's
. .

pattern of data simply by requesting that the subject use an alternative

stra. gy. Figure 5 shows some data from one of the subjects in a

second (yet unpublished) study by Mathews, MacLeod, and myself. This

subject was l'irst allowed to choose a strategy, and evidently chose a

1/

verbal one/ Subsequently he was,asked to use avisual strategy, and then

rbal/one. ,Similar switches can be produced in the behavior of

1' y.

..,*

1
.

Figure 5 here

subjects who initially begin with visual strategies. If qualitative

changes of t:;ehavior can easily be produced in this straightfard

task, how many strategies are there for understanding War 'and Peace?

18
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Concl udi Comments

Pt -seems clear that there
,

are strictly mechanical components to

individualllilfferences in verbal competence. I haife,argued that these J
'differences lie in three major areas; automatic, structural processes

A , /
sy ch as decoding and short term memor capacity, the ability to control

attention and the uof strate 'es. While the automatic processes

are reas4ably stable over tyke and situation, it is clear that ,tNn

attentioOT processes and strategy choices are, liable. Aie these

, - i /
processesjreasonably cetrisidered part of intelligence?

They certainly are components of indiiidual mental competence.

Given that, who needs the concept of intelligence? I believe that we

ought to drop the notion of intelligence as a trait, or even as a' space
,

.. .

of traits; when we are' trying to understand intellectual performance.
. N

. . .f
Traits are statistical abstraction's, and' do not refer to any physical

prIcesses inside the head. If our theoris of cognition are correct

(admitt ng-a big "if "); parameter-estimate of information processing

stages' and structures may be closer to me uring real things than are

the psychometric procedures fortrAit es im4ion. 4lhen mental 4
4

1

competence be studied as t,Rhenomena to be explained, infOrma-
-

tidn processing measure's provide more useful 4epertdent measures.
c.

For example, t seems to me that studying the genetic correlates of -`

) perform. ` anl onfnibuss Ilii"neasUre has little point, but that study-

i
i ng the. :

f c,orrelates of symBol decoding or short term memohy
..

capacity i reasonable. It seenSs equally reasonable to speak of two

. ,

individu s as being comparable in their normal mental competence, and

then adding that O e is more prone,,than the other to deterioration

in atterttional con, rol mechanismsgdue to s9the pathological condition,-,
.....,,

a 19
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such as alcohol intdxi tion.. Is one "less intelligent" than the other?

"The qdestion does not make tense.

The question changes somewhat when mental m'asurement is tb

used as an independent,v

legitimately.make predictions about abstract concepts on a mass basis,

able in a predictive situation. At times. we

e.g., piedictions about dccupational success as a function of mental

4

competence. In such cases we are predicting from one statistical

abstraction to another, and the traditional psychometric methods are

quite appropriate., Iiothel: cases, though, we may desire absolute

rather than relative prediction. This is particularly likely to occur

. when we are interested in the performance of identifiable individuals

on specific tasks. 'To be pragmatic, Astronak mith be able to

land the mars probe within x meters of thetarget point2. In such

situations the absolute, information processing approach to mental

calm y be made more useful than the relativistic approach of

psyc

.% . t ' $. .

-<n spite of the" fact that this article presents a number of correla-
a

i

tion Coefficients, I stress again that we' are not interested in explain-
)

i

ing the intelligence test...we.simply use these tests'as rough and .

k

' ready, measuees of general competence. Me have shown that the measures
, .

one would e pect to be important in information processing are roughly

associated vith general co4etence. If the'correlalioni are not

higher thi may be at least as much the fault of the aptitude tests as

i t' is of t e. information processing meas ures. In our future worrI,

and my col eagues plan to go beyond these correlational st ies, to.

examine h he information processing measures covary with each other,

14
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and how they change as individuals and as ec logically valid variables

in individual life cllange. We wie be lookin at changes in individuals

over age, time of day,i relationOtip, and drug state. While we may never

,pompute another correlaiion coefficient between an information processing

, measure and a p.sychomeAric trait (although I suspect that we will),

we will still be devel6ping a theory of individual diffeences. This

theory is intended to 1:irqvide'a complement to trait theories. It

.1

certainly will neither expand nor replace them.

21
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Reference Notes

1. Hunt, E. B., MacLeod, C. M. and Lansman, M. On the inco4atability

.41
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. ,y

given by E. Hunt at the 1978 American Education Research Associa-

tion meeting.)

2. Lansman, M. Paper and pencil tests for measuring information

processing variables. .U.-of Washington Psychology 'Department,

1977. Text of report, given at the 1977 kiestern Psychological

Association meetings.

3. Schwartz, S. Individual differences in information processing:

Verbal ability, and memory encoding processes. Paper available
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4. Hunt, E. and MacLeod, C. M. The sentence verification paradigm:

A case study of two conflicting approaches to individual
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Notes
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1
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4

.44

Cognitive Process Analyses, sponsored by the Office of Naval Research,

in San Diego, Ca:, March 1978.

2. I am happy to acknowledge the consideftble advice and assistance

I have received from Marcy Lansman; Clifford Lunneborg, Coltn MacLeod,

and Steven Poltrock over the period during which this research was con-

ducted. Naturally must shoulder the ,blame for writing and for any

mistakes, misstatements, or erroneous conclusion in this paper, no matter

how much I should like to share it!

3. Thisineasure cannot be compared across experiments, as motor

reaction time will'be markedly influenced by apparatus variables.'

4. A warning signal alWays preceeded the choice signal in this experi-:

ment. In'retrospecI, we ought to have compared conditions with and

without the warning signal, in order to measure the speed with which tiii

subject could alert hiNher self to the stimulus situation.
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Table 1

.....,

Anthropology .34 . English . .30 Scandanavia" Lang. .34

Astronomy .35, Histor'Y' .35 Nursing .41

,

Chemistry .419 Psychology .27 Forestry
-,

. .34

Economics .30' Sociology ,
.31 Mathematics - .14

1

Correlations between verbal aptitude scores (Washington Pre-college
:

test -. verbal composite) and game _point average in selected maj,or.

(Sq(Jrcer. U. of Washingfon Records)

I
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F,

w.

Table 2 .

Accountant

Chemical Engineer

Engine Mechanic

*Insurance Salesman

Lawyer

Physician

Social Worker

Vehiculgr Mechanic

.28 ,

1106

- .28

4 .05

.39

.59

.08

.72

Ticgdftdi

Mean standard scores of cadett on

11

Air Force Test Battery (general
intelligence) as a function of later

occupation. Data from Thorndike and

Hkgen; 1959.

. 28
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Table 3

Age ,NI , PI Difference

13 1.91 . 1.74 .17

2.07 1.85 .21

7 2.50 2.21 .29

NI and P1' reaction times in seconds

for,childreR at' various ages

N

20_
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Table 4

.
,

Hunt et al. Schwartz:__Data by Order of Recall
Full List 1st 1/3 `.2nd 1/3100 3rd

High Verbal .68 .29' .81 .79 I
,
Low Verbal .84 . .-71 .82 .84

ti

Clustering index by recall order and verbal
aptitude. Items presented el n raridonT order.

f

30
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Selective attention

Attention switching

a.

o

1

e.

Table 5 t

Attention Switching Verbal Alititube

AO3C)

/

i .48

Correlations between verbal aptitude and attention measures.

/
(...,---1

c-

.
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Mildly,mentally retarded Children

.
a)
z
a)2 200

100
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--\- .

5 rade children .. 1

Elderly adults , ilk
v1.,

Epileptics

Young adults
4-UW low verbals

UW high verbals
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Representative results for 9)r-relation
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